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Business Doctors dismiss abortion risk report
Sci/Tech 95% relevance
14/08/2000
Health The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists hits out at a newspaper report
Education linking abortion with cancer.
similar stories
Entertainment
Talking Point
Canada abortion doctor stabbed
In Depth
95% relevance
13/07/2000
AudioVideo Police in Canada are probing a possible link between the stabbing of an abortion doctor
and trials of a controversial new drug.
similar stories
More abortions 'mean less crime'
95% relevance
12/08/1999
An increase in the abortion rate among the young and disadvantaged has been linked to a
fall in the crime rate in the USA.
similar stories
Abortion 'not an option for teenagers'
95% relevance
15/11/2000
Many teenage girls continue with unplanned pregnancies because their families and
community oppose abortion, a report reveals.
similar stories
Abortion views cost job, says doctor
95% relevance
07/10/2000
Claims that a junior doctor was denied a job because he refused to be involved in
abortions are being investigated.
similar stories
No change to abortion law
95% relevance
20/06/2000
The Assembly backs a motion opposing the extension of the 1967 Abortion Act to
Northern Ireland.
similar stories
NI Assembly debates abortion law
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95% relevance
20/06/2000
The Stormont assembly debates any possible extension of the 1967 Abortion Act to
Northern Ireland.
similar stories
Abortion trail leads south
95% relevance
03/03/2000
An increasing number of women are going from Scotland to England for abortions after
being refused the operation.
similar stories
Renewed calls for abortion law change
95% relevance
06/12/1999
Pressure mounts on Labour to make abortion law a devolved matter as the Catholic
Church and opposition parties renew their appeal for a change to the Scotland Act.
similar stories
'Stalin' jibe over abortions warning
95% relevance
02/12/1999
Pro-life campaigners react sharply to the "back off" warning by Scottish Health Minister
Susan Deacon over abortion protests.
similar stories
Prosecution call in abortion row
95% relevance
13/10/1999
The father of a 12-year-old girl given money by the Catholic church to prevent an
abortion wants the unborn baby's father to be prosecuted.
similar stories
Church in abortion storm
95% relevance
11/10/1999
The Catholic Church in Scotland is attacked after paying for a 12-year-old girl to keep
her baby.
similar stories
Church in abortion storm
95% relevance
11/10/1999
The Catholic Church in Scotland is attacked after paying for a 12-year-old girl to keep
her baby.
similar stories
Maternal deaths take heavy toll in Nigeria
95% relevance
29/06/1999
Some of the highest maternal death rates in the world are in West Africa. The BBC's
Lagos correspondent Barnaby Phillips reports on the situation in Nigeria.
similar stories
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Abortion anniversary marked by protest
95% relevance
24/04/1999
Anti-abortion campaigners are marking the 31st anniversary of legalised abortion with
protest marches across the UK.
similar stories
Government wins abortion vote
95% relevance
03/11/1998
The government has seen off the prospect of a defeat by the Lords over abortion powers
in Scotland.
similar stories
Government faces fresh defeat - over abortion
95% relevance
03/11/1998
Peers may inflict a fourth successive defeat on the government over the Scotland Bill,
amid an argument over abortion law.
similar stories
Widdecombe rejects abortion role
95% relevance
13/06/1998
The Shadow Health Secretary Ann Widdecombe is to keep her job even though she says
she would not be prepared to take up the post in government.
similar stories
Abortion deluge
95% relevance
26/05/1998
Record numbers of women are travelling across the Irish Sea for abortions, official
figures reveal.
similar stories
Abortion protesters 'guilty of extortion'
95% relevance
21/04/1998
A federal jury in the United States has found two anti-abortion groups guilty of violating
federal extortion laws against abortion clinics and fined them nearly $86,000 in
damages.
similar stories
Abortion controversy continues to rage in the US
95% relevance
22/01/1998
Twenty-five years after abortion was legalised in the United States, the public remains
deeply divided in their attitudes.
similar stories
The history of Roe vs Wade
95% relevance
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The Supreme Court ruling Roe vs Wade in 1973 cleared the way for women to have
safe, legal abortions. But numerous state laws since then have imposed new restrictions,
ensuring the debate continues.
similar stories
The politics of abortion
95% relevance
22/01/1998
When the US Supreme Court legalised abortion on January 22, 1973, American politics
entered a new phase.
similar stories
Violence and the pro-life campaign
95% relevance
22/01/1998
After 25 years of legalised abortion in the United States, pro-life activists have been
responsible for closing down many clinics, and some campaigners have even killed
doctors and staff at abortion clinics.
similar stories
Dobson triggers abortion row
95% relevance
20/01/1998
The Health Secretary, Frank Dobson, has been condemned by Conservative and Labour
MPs for suggesting the abortion laws should be relaxed. Others say such a change is
overdue.
similar stories
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